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Book Reviews

Beyond Bounds: Cross-Cultural Essays on Anglo, American Indian & Chicano
Literature. By Robert Franklin Gish (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1996. xiv + 170 pp. Notes, index. $24.95 paper.)

In these essays, Robert Franklin Gish is wide-ranging yet restricted in scope.
The writers Gish discusses come from divergent geographic areas of the American
West, but Gish is interested principally in their relationship to the Hispanic and
Indian cultures, an interest natural to an English professor who directs the Ethnic
Studies program at California Polytechnic State University.
Gish begins with essays on Charles F. Lummis, Edna Fergusson, Harvey
Fergusson, and Witter Brynner, New Mexico writers who figure prominently in J.
Frank Dobie's classic Life and Literature in the Southwest. Gish is not so much
interested in the literary merits of this "tourist" quartet as he is in their outsider
perception of Indian and, to a lesser extent, Spanish cultures. Gish next turns his
attention to two American Indians, novelist James Welch and poet Ray A. Young
Bear. Finally, he discusses the work of two Chicanos, novelist Rudolfo Anaya and
poet Jimmy Santiago Baca.
The book by no means focuses narrowly on these eight authors. Gish, for
instance, touches on D.H. Lawrence. He discusses the "New Mexico baroque" jibe
that Texas-born Stanley Walker hurled in The New Yorker at Paul Horgan and
others. Ray John de Arag6n, Sabine R. Ulibarri, and Orlando Ortega get more than
passing mention in Gish's fascinating essay on the legendary la Llorona, the weeping woman.
Here and there, as in the first two pages of the Welch essay, the reader must
pick his way through a barbed wire entanglement of critical terminology-"objective correlative" and the like-but Gish is shrewdly analytical and informative. The
essays deserve the attention of those interested in regional writing and in these two
southwestern ethnic groups.
Patrick Bennett
McMurry University
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Inventing the Southwest: The Fred Harvey Company and Native American Art.
By Kathleen L. Howard and Diana F. Pardue. (Flagstaff, Arizona: Northland
Publishing in cooperation with the Heard Museum, 1996. xv + 150 pp. lllustrations, bibliography, index. $17.95.)

Combining the lure of the rails with the lure of the West, the Fred Harvey
Company grew from food service provider for the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railroad to the chief purveyor of southwestern culture and image over the first four
decades of this century. To add interest to station stops, the company built an
Indian Department, which actively collected, researched, documented, and sold historic and contemporary baskets, rugs, beadwork, jewelry, and pottery. Books and
other publications, drawing on the expertise of some of the country's leading ethnographers, were produced by the company. Native artists demonstrated their work
at Harvey facilities and expositions, some becoming famous in the process. Excursions took visitors directly into the once inaccessible heart of the Southwest.
The Harvey Company story was one of paradoxes and ironies, juxtaposing
scholarship with salesmanship and tradition with tourism. It was a curious blending
and crossing of cultural understandings, where Native American artists modified
their works over time to suit the tourist trade (e.g., smaller pieces of pottery that
could be easily packed and color schemes in rugs selected to meet market preferences), and Anglo architects made meticulous studies of Native and Hispanic building designs to incorporate into Harvey facilities. From this contact sprang the
Southwest of American popular imagination-the picture-postcard land where colorfully clad Indians sold their wares at trackside. Images of thunderbirds became
familiar icons and breathtaking scenery formed a backdrop for the perfect vacation.
Things were not always as they seemed: in one Harvey postcard view, two railroad
conductors are transformed through retouching into Pueblo women, and in another a
Hopi silversmith poses as a Navajo. Politically (and historically) correct it was not,
but the Harvey Company vision undeniably etched itself on the collective consciousness of this country, and a vast material legacy lives on along with the vision
itself.
Inventing the Southwest is appealingly presented and generously illustrated
with historic photographs and Harvey Company ephemera, including tinted postcard images and color views of numerous pieces of Native American art now in
museum collections (sometimes shown alongside old photographs in which the
same work also appears). Sidebars give capsule biographies of key Harvey Company personnel and artists, as well as recollections from Pueblo residents and former
Harvey employees. Aptly titled, Inventing the Southwest captures the legacy of a
colorful and bygone era.
Susan Berry
Director, Silver City Museum
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Chicanas/Chicanos at the Crossroads: Social, Economic, and Political Change.
Edited by David R. Maciel and Isidro D. Ortiz. (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1996. xiii + 258 pp. Tables, charts, notes, index. $40.00 cloth, $16.95
paper.)
Since the Chicano Movement in the 1960s, much has been accomplished socially, politically, and economically, yet more challenges remain for Chicanas/os.
The ten articles in Crossroads are divided into four parts: demographic and economic trends; politics; educational struggles; and development and perspectives of
gender and feminism. The essays in Part One analyze demographic trends in the
Chicano population, the policy implications of these trends, immigration in the
1980s and beyond, and economic challenges since 1970s. The piece on the economic
progress of Chicanos is excellent because it has a longitudinal perspective.
In Part Two on Chicano politics, John Garcia's article discusses the electoral
gains made by Chicanas/os, and Isidro D. Ortiz's essay describes the development
of significant Mexican American organizations and leaders, but without sufficient
analytical discussion to establish why these were discussed and not others. Rosa
Maria Garcia-Acevedo's article on Mexico's policies toward Chicanos traces, describes, and analyzes the relationship between various Mexican presidents and
Chicano leaders and organizations. She classifies the goals, agents, targets, and tools
utilized by each Mexican president since Luis Echeverria in the 1970s in a useful
table. She timely predicts that the Mexican government would amend its constitution to permit "dual citizenship" for citizens of Mexico residing in the United States
(p. 148). Part Three on educational struggles and Part Four on developments and
perspectives on gender and feminism are shorter, but the quality remains consistent.
In a cogent, swift historical review of educational struggles since the Chicano Movement, Guadalupe San Miguel analyzes recent court cases on language rights, immigration status, higher education, and school finance. Ignacio Garcia discusses whether
Chicano Studies should retain the status quo as a marginal academic sub-field with
little resources and support, melt into Ethnic Studies programs and become diffused
with joint appointments and course-cross listings, or press for departmental status
and offer courses that are part of the general education requirements. Adelaida R.
Del Castillo finds cultural discrepancies in Mexican and Chicano gender relations in
studies conducted since the 1970s. Del Castillo found more cultural flexibility in
contemporary gender roles and within the family. Beatriz M. Pesquera and Denise
A. Segura offer the critical results of survey research to support conclusions that
Chicanas suffer from class, culture, ethnic, and gender bias. Public discourse has
omitted Chicanas from the women's movement and feminist scholarship just as
Chicanos have been subordinated since 1846.
The Chicano advancements in social mobility, educational attainment, political
power, economic gains, and international relations are well presented in the articles.
The policy initiatives and challenges since the 1980s that have produced retrenchment and regression in conditions that took Chicanas/os decades to change are
critically examined. The contributors provide articles with insightful multidisciplinary
perspectives, and historical and current information, but without regional diversity.
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Of the thirteen authors, six were from California. This dominant California perspective is a fault. The book has balance overall, however, and is the best of such books
for 1996. I will use it in my graduate course on public policy and the Mexican
American community.
Jose Angel Gutierrez
University ofTexas-Arlington
A Long Ride in Texas: The Explorations of John Leonard Riddell. Edited by
James O. Breeden. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1994. xviii
+ 115 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, index. $24.50.)
The journals of John Leonard Riddell (1807-65), recently discovered in the
archives at Tulane University by James O. Breeden, shed new light on the natural
history of Texas. Dating from April to November, 1839, the journals are the earliest
scientific description of the geology and vegetation of east and central Texas, and
were published eight years prior to German scientist Ferdinand Roemer's visit in
1847.
A Botanist, Riddell was more than an observer and collector of nature's specimens. He actually gained greater recognition in the field of medicine. After obtaining
a B.A. at Rensselaer in 1829, Riddell discovered that natural scientists had few
lucrative outlets professionally, so he decided to become a physician while conducting an ill-paid survey of the natural vegetation of Ohio. In 1836, he recei ved an
M.D. from the Ohio Reformed Medical College in Cincinnati. Because of "an unfortunate habit of philandering" (p. 6), however, the new physician was not awarded
the well-paid professorship he sought at the medical school, despite being the
"school's most popular teacher" (p. 10).
In August 1836, Riddell was forced to leave Cincinnati because socialites
frowned on his elopement with Mary Bone. The young doctor headed to New
Orleans to spend a couple of months rethinking his future, but in the end he remained there with his wife Mary for the rest of his life.
In New Orleans, Riddell found his niche as a physician-scientist. Convinced
that contagious diseases had organic origins, he fought to sanitize the water system.
He invented the binocular microscope, promoted herbal over toxic drug treatments,
and continued his studies of the natural world. "Riddell matured as a scientist in
New Orleans and came to have a profound influence on scientific thinking there and
in the Deep South" (p. 16). During his extended presidency of the New Orleans
Academy of Sciences, Riddell corresponded with leading naturalists including John
Torrey and Asa Gray.
In the spring of 1839, Riddell journeyed into east and central Texas. He explored the 'Trinity Country" and documented the geology of the region. That fall he
and a small military troupe marched into "Comanche country" on Edwards Plateau.
During their reconnaissance, he inventoried the natural resources, assessed them for
commercial development, and recorded and illustrated the grasses, shrubs, trees, and
animal life. His journals are a firsthand account of the natural landscape of the time.
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Riddell's journals along with the story of his professional life offer a glimpse
into the natural history of central Texas as well as the history of science in the South
during the mid-nineteenth century. Breeden's lively introduction and thorough annotations place Riddell in historical context and offer a reference for students of the
history of scientific and medical endeavors in the Old Southwest.
Christopher J. Huggard
Northwest Arkansas Community College
Bandelier: The Life and Adventures ofAdolph Bandelier. By Charles H. Lange
and Carroll L. Riley. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1996. xiii +- 263
pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, bibliography, index. $34.95.)
Adolph Bandelier was an important, if slightly obscure, pioneer in late nineteenth-century American Southwest and Andean archaeology; his role within anthropology is remembered principally as fieldworker for the seminal theoretician,
Lewis Henry Morgan. The authors of this biography, themselves noted anthropologists and historians, edited and annotated Bandelier's remarkable Southwestern Journals (University of New Mexico Press, 1966, 1970, 1975, 1984). The Southwestern
Journals contain short, scholarly biographical essays. The present volume, intended for "the general as well as a professional audience," incorporates much new
material, but focuses on Bandelier's life rather than his work (p. 253).
Bandelier emerges as a not altogether sympathetic figure. His tenacity, curiosity, zeal, and even courage cannot be doubted; he survived a string of crushing
personal tragedies and financial disasters with his research program not simply
intact but almost fanatically fixed. The man lived for his work-and so did his
wives. His first wife, Josephine Hugey, held off creditors, suffered Adolph's impossible father, and endured a hand-to-mouth, wandering existence with remarkable loyalty. Hugey died during Bandelier's desperately underfunded research in
Peru; he immediately remarried a young family friend from Lima-Fanny Ritter.
Ritter's life with Bandelier was no more settled nor certain than Hugey's; financial
reversals continued, but Ritter survived Bandelier. In her grief, she declared "if! live
now, it is only to do his work" (p. 209).
Bandelier published monographs and a historical novel that remains in print.
He was a prolific correspondent. The source that dominates this biography, however, is his private journal. As Lange and Riley note, it is quite obvious that Bandelier
never intended to publish his journals. He used his journals to vent his considerable
spleen against stingy supporters, colleagues he saw as rivals, and against God when
the tides ran against him-as they often did. Lange and Riley describe his journal
entries as increasingly "expressions of hatred and fear, bordering on the pathological" (p. 60) and "downright insane" (p. 123); they back those charges with convincing quotes. Parts of Bandelier's private writings were sordid. Bandelier restricted
his rantings to his private journal, for the friends he savaged in its pages remained
steadfastly loyal. But the journals are so central to the biography that they overshadow the tnanifest success of Bandelier's professional and collegial life. We might
mutter cruel things while working out or driving in traffic, and feel better; unfortunately, Bandelier wrote them down. He appears mean, petty, and irrational.
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Bandelier's memory is honored with a National Park in New Mexico and a
segment of the great Peruvian site of Chan Chan, but his work was overshadowed by
contemporary or near contemporary giants: Alfred Vincent Kidder (1885-1963) in
the Southwest and Max Uhle in Peru. His story is worth telling and worth reading.
This biography will be of considerable value to those with southwestern and Andean
interests, but the grim, relentless quotations from his very private journals leave the
man sadly diminished. Perhaps this is truth. Colleagues, I urge you to burn your
diaries and erase your tapes.
Stephen H. Lekson
University of Colorado, Boulder

Our Lady of Guadalupe: The Origins and Sources ofa Mexican National Symbol, 1531-1797. By Stafford Poole, C.M. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1995. xiii + 325 pp. Appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00.)
Throughout Mexico and the greater U.S. Southwest, one cannot escape the
multiplicity of images representing the Virgin of Guadalupe. Regardless of the medium used to illustrate the Virgin, the depictions keep alive the Guadalupe story in
the consciousness of countless peoples. For those who accept the apparitions upon
faith, there is little need to reconcile the Guadalupe event with the historical facts,
since faith assuages any discrepancies. For those in search of the actual history of
the event, however, Stafford Poole investigates the earliest recorded accounts of the
story, delineates the evolution of the devotion, and examines the demographics of
those who accepted it. De facto approbation of the Guadalupe apparitions provided
criol/os. and then nationalists, with patronage that they used in furthering their
respective political agendas. From the lowly to the elite, Mexicans have believed
and continue to believe that the apparitions demonstrate a celestial predilection
mediated through their adoptive patroness, the Virgin Mary of Guadalupe.
Poole presents a scholarly historiographical examination of the existing sources
relevant to the Guadalupe devotions. Poole's research objectively illustrates the
lack of historical documentation contemporary with the Guadalupe event by either
native or Spanish chroniclers. Furthermore, his investigation assesses the inconsistencies that emerge when the existing documentation is compared to traditional oral
accounts of the apparitions of the Virgin to the Mexican Indian Juan Diego. These
accounts, although never documented, circulated via oral tradition down through the
centuries and very probably had an origin contemporary with the event. According
to Poole, the latter half of the sixteenth century witnessed abundant written references to the devotion and to a chapel, but there is no mention of the apparitions that
the traditional accounts describe as having taken place in 1531. From 1665 to 1666,
the cathedral chapter in Mexico City conducted an inquiry into the Guadalupe
event. The testimony gathered during the investigation failed to provide any consistent evidence to determine whether the traditional accounts could be traced to the
apparitions or to a later time period.
Poole concludes that the apparitions were generally unknown or forgotten
among the peninsulares and criollos of Mexico until 1648. The modern version of
the Guadalupe story can be traced to material written by the oratorian priest Miguel
Sanchez in 1648 and by the diocesan priest Laso de la Vega in 1649. Their works not
only publicized the Guadalupe event in Mexico but forever linked the miraculous
story to criollo identity, since their accounts coincided with the emergence of
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criollismo. Sanchez's work, entitled Imagen de la Virgen Maria, Madre de Dios de
Guadalupe, Milagrosamente Aparecida en la Ciuddd de Mexico, is hagiographical
rather than historical in its composition. Poole determines that Laso de la Vega may
not be the sole author of the work entitled Huey tlamahuit;iltuca, which was written
in standard church Nahuatl. Standing independently from Sanchez's work, it apparently represents a compilation of diverse elements dating from different periods and
written in varying styles. Speculation, however, suggests that Laso de la Vega or his
aides may have adapted Sanchez's account, imparting to it the Nahuatl style that
characterizes the work. Vega, who divided his book into five sections, placed the
account of the apparitions in Section Two, which is known as Nican mopohua, after
the beginning Nahuatl words of the description ("Here is recounted ...").
Regarding the sources consulted in producing their accounts, both Sanchez and
Vega remain vague on the subject. Of all traditional accounts, it is Vega's that scholars regard as the most influential through time as well as the most valuable as a
present-day resource. As a literary document, one of its most impressive features is
the elegant use of the Nahuatl language. While some critics believe that its style is
simply that of the Nahuatl developed by priests and literate Indians early in the
colonial period, others maintain that the language of the document is excellent Nahuatl
with a few Spanish loanwords and a simple syntax that could be easily understood
by native speakers. Still other experts believe that the style reflects the Nahuatl
cultural and linguistic renaissance of the mid-seventeenth century.
Poole also considers later accounts of the Guadalupe event compiled by other
authors. He examines the works of Francisco de Florencia and Carlos Sigiienza y
G6ngora and reviews the various documents/sources that the authors consulted in
writing their accounts. In addition, along with discussing various lesser treatises on
the Guadalupe event, Poole surveys the more eloquent and striking sermons on the
topic of Guadalupe delivered by both detractors and supporters. Special note is
given to the Dominican Servando Teresa de Mier, whose writings have remained
basic components of the anti-apparitionist stance to this day.
Poole provides a most thorough examination of the historiography of the
Guadalupe story and assesses the many unanswered questions resulting from the
lack of original documentation. Such a dearth of material does not preclude the
possibility that stories of the actual event circulated among the native peoples of
New Spain and that they were transmitted to posterity from one generation to the
next. Whether one denies that the event ever occurred or accepts the story purely on
faith, the certainty and/or uncertainty behind the Guadalupe event persists. The
Guadalupe of history remains an unsolved mystery but not the Guadalupe of faith.
The Virgin of Guadalupe continues to be a powerful focus of religious devotion
among the faithful of Mexico and a powerful symbol of Mexican national identity
for unbelievers. In May 1996, the Abbot Guillermo Schulenberg Prado was forced
to resign as head of the Basilica of the Virgin of Guadalupe after publicly denying
the authenticity of the traditional Guadalupe story.
Alfred A. Brichta L6pez
University of New Mexico
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The Militarization of the U.S.-Mexico Border, 1978-1992: Low-Intensity Conflict Doctrine Comes Home. By Timothy J. Dunn. (Austin, Texas: The Center
for Mexican American Studies, 1996. xii + 307 pp. Maps, tables, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
Timothy Dunn notes in his opening paragraph that this book "sprang from my
concern over the various fragmentary signs of militaristic qualities that I have sporadically noticed in those activities in a variety of sources over the previous decade
and over the potential human rights problems that these activities posed" (p. ix). It
is not surprising, therefore, that the author found, as the title tells us, what he
sought. In the appendixes, Dunn develops his "Theoretical Considerations" more
fully (p. 185). He tells us his "primary theoretical focus concerns the nature of
repression in so-called advanced industrial societies ...." (p. 186). A second theme
is the effect of bureaucracy on the status of human rights. These are not trivial
topics, and they deserve more hard thought than the author provides.
The work has a fairly simple and straight-forward construction. His introduction offers a brief historical overview of the "pacification of the border region" and
"border law enforcement as labor control" followed by a short foray into the impact
of Low Intensity Warfare (LIC) doctrine on Counterinsurgency, Antidrug Operations, Terrorism Counteraction, Contingency Operations and Domestic Facets. The
author applies this model to an examination of the role of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), and the military (Joint Task Force-6 [JTF-6]).
As an expanded master's thesis the author can perhaps be excused for his lack
of in-depth knowledge of LIC Doctrine and the associated subsets cited above. His
analysis of INS and DEA activities fails to sufficiently stress their law enforcement
mission and the legal constraints that disqualify them from falling under any LIC
umbrella. In similar fashion, his development of the role of JTF-6 overlooks its
severe legal limits. Rather, it is relaxation of the "Posse Comitatus" that he stresses.
That the military is specifically prohibited from making arrests and from participating in searches and seizures is simply a slippery slope, for "this crucial prohibition
would eventually be lifted" (p. 118). In short, this is a "fear-monger" book. Its
theoretical concerns are important and real, but its presentation and understanding
of law leaves much to be desired.
Peter A. Lupsha
University of New Mexico
Professor Emeritus
Wallace Stegner: Man & Writer. Edited by Charles E. Rankin. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1996. xvi + 280 pp. Illustrations, notes,
index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Charles E. Rankin says that "the genesis for [Wallace Stegner: Man & Writer]
was a special symposium held in September 1993 in Missoula, Montana ... to pay
tribute to the memory of Stegner ... [and] to reflect on Stegner's contributions to
history, literature, and conservation" (p. 4). Elegiac testimonies form the first part
of the book and include Stewart L. Udall's foreword, William E. Farr's preface,
Rankin's introduction, and memorial essays by James R. Hepworth, Page Stegner,
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Ivan Doig, William Kittredge, and Wendell Berry. Twelve additional essays make up
Part Two. Richard W. Etulain, Elliott West, and Dick Harrison focus primarily on
Stegner's achievements as a humanist who wanted to instill a sense of individual
responsibility in his readers. Stegner believed that Westerners, including those in
Canada, should know the geology, geography, history, and literature of the places in
which they live. In assessing Stegner's environmentalism, Dan Flores tells why
Stegner was "our model of a proto-bioregional citizen of the larger West," and Ann
Ronald explains how Stegner's concept of stewardship shaped his environmental
ethic (p. 74).
While Patricia Nelson Limerick praises Stegner's humor, wisdom, and foresight, Rob Williams and Gary Topping examine some of the shortcomings and flaws
in his histories. The remaining four essays shift the focus to Stegner as a literary
artist. Jackson 1. Benson blends biography and criticism to argue that Stegner's
fiction improved when he found narrators' voices that used his personal assets.
William Bevis finds that Stegner's style is civic and "suited to exploration of the
conscience, not of the unconscious ..." (p. 267). Robert H. Keller raises farreaching questions about Stegner's controversial mixing of fact and fiction in The
Preacher and the Slave and concludes that "Stegner did not radically rewrite or
invent history ..." (p. 175). Melody Graulich's study of the intertextuality of
Angle of Repose shows how the novel "becomes a story about interpretation" (p.
232), a story that "attempts to capture readers in the web of our enduring literary
heritage, to turn us into literary historians" (p. 233).
All these testimonies and essays support Donald Worster's assertion that
Stegner "was the most significant writer about the American West in this century .
. ." (p. 139). The contributors identify the rich heritage Stegner has left us, and they
begin, with clear and penetrating thought, to help us understand and put to use that
heritage. To learn about the West, read Stegner; to learn about him, read Wallace
Stegner: Man &·Writer.
James H. Maguire,
Boise State University
Pioneer Children on the Journey West. By Emmy E. Werner. (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1995. xii + 202 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95.)

Developmental psychologist Emmy E. Werner employs children's journals and
letters to document their experiences on the overland trails to California and Oregon
in the 1840s, 1850s, and 1860s. A fascination with resilience in American children
provides the impetus for the author's research. In ten topical chapters, Werner relies
largely on children's own words to examine their westward journeys. Many of her
examples retell well-known stories, including Virginia Reed's account of the Donner
party tragedy and Olive and Lorenzo Oatman's discussion of their family's massacre on the Gila Trail. Lesser-known tales include the kidnapping of seven-year-old
Emma Griffis from a California mining camp in 1849 and the amazing fortitude of
Juliette Brier who carried her four-year-old son and led her other two young sons
by the hand across Death Valley during the winter of 1849-50. The author provides
an interesting and highly readable addition to the literature on the mid-nineteenth
century overland trails.
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Werner applies to young overlanders recent psychological studies of children's
abilities to overcome great adversity and become capable and caring adults. She finds
that most children on the overland trails were active and outgoing youngsters with
positive personalities. These characteristics attracted a wide network of adult support, from kin and strangers alike. The author also maintains that strong mothers
often made the difference between life and death for children on the trail. For example, the twenty-six young survivors of the Donner party ordeal all had the
support of strong, competent mothers, along with caring siblings and friends. Werner
fails to indicate whether fathers made a similar difference in children's survival on
the trails, but she does emphasize the importance of older siblings and extended
family members as sources of physical and emotional support. Strangers, including
many Native Americans, also provided essential aid to emigrant children. Perhaps
taking a cue from John Unruh's chapter on emigrant-Indian interaction in his study
of the overland journey, Werner shows that children responded to helpful Native
Americans with genuine friendship and gratitude.
Other common characteristics among children traveling the overland trails include valued skills, such as cattle herding, hunting, cooking, and nursing. Also, most
children exhibited strong religious faith and confidence in a higher power that gave
them hope. Many survivors of the westward journey lived long and productive
lives. Werner concludes that "despite differences in the social and historical contexts in which these children lived, we can begin to discern a common core of
individual characteristics and sources of support in the extended family and community that contributed to their capacity to overcome great odds. Perhaps, just perhaps, there is a certain timelessness in human resilience that transcends the here and
now" (p. 160).
Dedra S. McDonald
University of New Mexico
Andele, The Mexican-Kiowa Captive: A Story of Real Life Among the Indians.
By J.1. Methvin. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996. vi +
133 pp. Illustrations, map, notes. $16.95 paper.)
In Autumn 1866, a raiding party of Mescalero Apaches came upon two young
Mexican American boys tending cattle in a little meadow near Las Vegas, New
Mexico. The Apaches captured both children, though only one of the boys, Jose
Andres Martinez, survived. Sold to the Kiowas and renamed Andele, the frightened
youth's story is the subject of this engaging captivity narrative. Andele, The Mexican-Kiowa Captive details the personal experience of Andele as he attempted to
adapt to Kiowa life and later readjust to life in white society. The narrative reveals
intimate details of Plains Indian culture and the multiethnic reality of the Southwest.
Methodist Minister LJ. Methvin originally published the narrative in 1899,
hoping Andele's story would serve as a morality tale. Beyond its value in this
regard, Andele provided valuable first-hand accounts of Kiowa adoption rituals,
hunting practices, material culture, and sacred events such as the Scalp Dance. As a
text, Andele provides insights into New Mexican Indian cultural exchange, intertribal relations, and Kiowa gender systems. The narrative gives compelling testimony that the nineteenth-century West was a multiethnic region. The story is filled
with references to men and women of various groups including not only Kiowas and
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Mexicans, but Utes, African Americans, and Anglos. As such, the work can serve as
a text to examine the multiethnic nature of the American West. The book also reveals
the workings of President Ulysses S. Grant's Peace Policy, the Kiowas' adjustment
to reservation life, andAndele's experience trying to rejoin his New Mexican family.
The present version of Andele contains a well-researched and insightful introduction by ethnohistorian James F. Brooks of the University of Maryland. Brooks
provides a brief history of the Martinez family in New Mexico, an overview of
Kiowa culture, and a discussion of captivity narratives and missionary tracts as
literature. Though footnotes within the text would have been welcomed, the book
serves as both a compelling narrative and a literary text, revealing the cultural values
of Kiowas, Mexican Americans, and Protestant missionaries.
Near the end of the narrative, Andele joins the Methodist church and begins
working as an industrial teacher at the Methvin Institute, a Methodist Indian Mission School. At this point, Methvin claims that Andele's conversion was complete,
yet there is evidence that the captive retained his identity as a Kiowa. In perhaps
the most telling section of the work, Andele travels home to rejoin his family in Las
Vegas, only to return again to his Kiowa home. From this fascinating account, it
seems that Andele was captured in more than one way by the Indians.
Mark E. Miller
University of Arizona
Spirit Ascendant: The Art and Life of Patrocifio Barela. By Edward Gonzalez
. and David L. Witt. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Red Crane Books, 1996. xxvi + 204
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.)

Finally! Spirit Ascendant is the first scholarly work on the long neglected and
often misinterpreted artist, Patrocifio Barela. Barela was the first Mexican American/Hispano artist to achieve national recognition, yet his story and his creations
have remained inadequately addressed until now. The beautifully designed volume
includes a foreword by artist Max Evans and an introduction by Rudolfo Anaya as
well as striking photographs of much of Barela's work.
Previous research on Barela has all too often presented this artist in a condescending and unflattering manner. With few exceptions he is forgotten entirely in art
histories dealing with the Taos and Santa Fe artists working in New Mexico during
the first half of the twentieth century. When Barela is mentioned, it is under the
category of "folk" artist rather than that of "fine" artist. Both aesthetic and racial
discrimination have played a major roles in keeping his life and his work from
inclusion in the art historical record. Spirii Ascendant provides a far more complete
account of the first Taos artist of any ethnicity to be collected by the Museum of
Modern Art in New York.
Patrocifio Barela achieved recognition for his work created under the auspices
of the New Deal Federal Art Project in New Mexico. For a brief period his work
was nationally recognized via a 1936 exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. His sculptures, carved out of juniper and cedar, were inspired by the
santero tradition yet recognized by the modernists as "primitive" and "Africanlike." Barela was not familiar (at least in the beginning) with these other traditions
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nor with the modernist movement. Rather, he created secular and religious art from
what was in his mind and heart. His artistic themes explored the human condition
and life's journey with poetic and poignant results. Barela's art is deeply spiritual
and wholly provocative.
Authors Edward Gonzales and David L. Witt researched Barela and his art for
more than a decade. They pooled their resources and efforts to create this important
volume. Working religiously (as it were), Gonzales and Witt have identified over
1,000 Barela works. Each has been catalogued by the authors, providing a valuable
source for other artists and scholars.
Spirit Ascendant includes personal reminiscences by family members andfriends
who knew Barela. Chapters one through three chronicle Barela's life and artistic
development through primary research and oral interviews. In combining these methodological approaches, Gonzales and Witt have painstakingly put together the story
of a New Mexican artist in a manner that has unfortunately escaped other recent
attempts. Additionally, a scholarly analysis of Barela's art is achieved in chapter
four. Gonzales and Witt's critical analysis (re)inserts Patrocino Barela and his art
into the history of fine art. Their book achieves this goal and will remain a pivotal
work for future research.
Chapter five is dedicated to discussing the artistic legacy Barela left for Chicano,
Hispano, and Mexican American artists and writers. Many have embraced Patrocino
Barela as an inspirational source. An appendix of selected commentaries provides
an interesting historiographical overview of those who recognized and wrote about
Barela early on.
Edward Gonzales and David Witt are to be highly commended for their sensitive and thorough research of Barela. It is evident that their personal interest and
respect for the artist is reflected in this work. Gonzales and Witt present Barela as
a spiritual master of his medium, a genius of the time, and a man who went unrecognized for far too long. Indeed, Patrocino Barela is one of New Mexico's finest
creators, and this book is sure to restore his life and his work to the discourse of
New Mexican, Chicano, Latino, and American art.
Tey Marianna Nunn
University of New Mexico
The Oxford History of the American West. Edited by Clyde A. Milner 11, Carol
A. O'Connor, and Martha Sandweiss. (New York: Oxford University Press,
1994. xiii + 872 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, bibliographies, index. $39.95.)
With the rise of the "New Western History," conceptually different at least in
degree from its predecessors, it stands to reason that new syntheses would be
offered to the western history public. The first of these, Richard White's "It's Your
Misfortune and None ormy Own": A New History oftheAmerican West (Oklahoma,
1991), utilized a textbook format aimed at the advanced western history student as
well as scholars. The Oxford History of the American West, edited by Clyde A.
Milner, Carol O'Connor, and Martha A. Sandweiss, is aimed more directly at the
professional audience.
Organized by topic and loose chronology, the twenty-three essays that make
up the book reflect much of the new thinking about the American West. Divided into
four sections, "Heritage," "Expansion," "Transformation," and "Interpretation,"
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each with an introduction by one of the editors, the book makes a stab at covering
the vast territory and many of the interpretations of the American West. Some of
the choices of authors are outstanding, reflecting both the best of the old and the
new. Richard White's "Animals and Enterprise," William Cronon's "Landscapes of
Abundance and Scarcity," David Weber's "The Spanish-Mexican Rim," Richard
Maxwell Brown's "Violence," Allan G. Bogue's "An Agricultural Empire," and
numerous others represent the work of people at the pinnacle of their areas of
specialty. The generally exceptional quality of thinking and writing makes the overwhelming majority of the essays important contributions to their subfields in western history.
As in any undertaking of this scope, there are structural and organizational
problems. The division of the book into four sections is a necessary, but sometimes
artificial, categorization. Despite Milner's insistence in the preface that the book
"flows chronologically," the stories told here go back and forth in time in a complex
manner (p. xi). Each essay appears to have the chronological integrity for which the
editors strove, but the sections overlap in a manner that discourages differentiation.
Equally troublesome are the rough parallels of the four sections and different time
periods. The "Heritage" section, defined as the period prior to 1821, works best,
but the other three require constant vigilance by the reader to keep clear the distinctions set up in the introductions. Some of the distinctions are artificial in character-for example, can "expansion" and "transformation" really be separated in any
meaningful way? Is the "perception" of the West distinguishable from "reality" in
any but the most superficial forms of understanding?
Also worthy of note is the relatively short shrift paid to the development of
business. Although the federal presence is clearly explained in numerous undertakings, most thoroughly in Carl Abbott's outstanding essay, the impact of entrepreneurs is understated. The cattle industry is explained, and a few merchants are
periodically trotted out, but the most important relationships between business,
development, government, and commerce are at the margins.
The Oxford History of the American West is an enormous undertaking that
highlights the most important ideas of the last two decades and the scholarship that
supports them. In a project of this size and scope, the flaws in the structure are to
be expected. They detract only slightly from the importance of this work, which
will serve as a major resource for the next generation of scholars. If its pieces are
greater than the sum of its parts, this is a small price to pay for a work of such value.
Hal Rothman
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The Prehistoric Pueblo World: A.D. 1150-1350. Edited by Michael A. Adler.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996. viii + 279 pp. Illustrations, maps,
charts, tables, notes, appendix, bibliographies, index. $45.00.)

This volume is the product of a conference organized by William Lipe and
Stephen Lekson that was held at Crow Canyon Archaeological Center in early 1990.
It examines the Pueblo III (PIlI) period in Southwestern prehistory, generally dated
by the contributors as AD 1150-1350. This is a particularly interesting period,
bracketed as it is by the "collapse" of the Chacoan regional system at 1150 and the
formation of large aggregated villages by 1350. The volume contains regional sum-
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maries by archaeologists working across the prehistoric Pueblo world, and general
discussion papers by Linda Cordell and David Wilcox. The authors consider a number of important questions including the relationship of their area to the Chacoan
system, the causes of local and regional abandonments, and the factors influencing
population aggregation in large sites.
The volume contributes to our understanding of Southwestern archaeology in
three ways. First, it brings together in one place settlement data from every part of
the PIlI world. Key "synthetic" features of the book include a very useful appendix
that tabulates the size and dates of large (i.e., greater than 50 rooms) PIlI sites, and
a map of these sites in Adler's introductory chapter. As Wilcox notes in his commentary, these features will surely encourage additional comparative and interpretive works.
Second, the volume draws our attention to specific patterns of architectural
variation in the PIlI world, including variation in "post-Chaco great houses" (Stein
and Fowler) and aggregated settlements without formal integrative structures (Varien
et aI., Roney, Dean). Analysis of this variation promises to reveal much about an
area's relationship to Chaco, as well as its response to problems created by the
Chaco collapse.
Finally, the volume presents a number of ideas about the ultimate causes of
settlement abandonment and aggregation. This theoretical work is notable because it
reflects efforts by Southwestern archaeologists to adopt a much more democratic
and nuanced approach to causality. Several authors highlight the role of various
"pull" factors for explaining aggregation in the Southwest, factors that have to do
with the politics, economics, and ideology of community organization. A warrant
for studying these factors is provided, for example, by Van West's work in southwestern Colorado, a study that reveals the absence of any significant environmental
constraint on locational behavior at the end of the thirteenth century. Although the
role of pull factors in influencing PIlI settlement, and their relationship to the
"push" factors of climate change and population growth, remains to be more fully
theorized, a good start is made here.
Many other analytical and interpretive challenges face investigators of the PIlI
period. Among the key needs identified by authors and discussants alike are better
dating of sites, more excavation data, and more refined models of social integration.
Cordell identifies a particularly basic need: a standardized vocabulary for describing
sites so that, for example, we can more easily tell whether variation in post-Chaco
architectural forms is real or simply an artifact of people using different terminologies to describe the same basic thing.
In sum, this is an extremely useful volume that will be an important stimulant
to future research, and an essential reference for anyone interested in the Pueblo III
period in Southwestern prehistory.
Dean J. Saitta
University of Denver
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Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls: Native American Veterans of the Vietnam War.
By Tom Holm. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1996. xi + 240 pp. Tables,
notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)

Tom Holm's recently published book, Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls, effectively reveals the participation of America's most forgotten minority of the twentieth century in a war most Americans would prefer to forget. Himself a Native
American Vietnam veteran, the author connects Indian participation in the war to a
traditional warrior spirit.
The warrior spirit, Holm argues, explairisAmerican Indian service in Vietnam.
Although war is traditionally viewed as "an abnormal human activity" which forces
Native Americans from the White Path of Peace, Indian cultures historically have
recognized a spirituality surrounding it (p. 4). Most Native Americans opposed the
war in Vietnam, but fully seventy-five percent ofAmerican Indian Vietnam veterans
volunteered or willingly submitted to wartime conscription. Indians who served in
Southeast Asia during the war were "patriots in the tribal sense of the word,"
honoring cultural traditions. Holm rejects economic incentive as the principal motivator for military service and discounts a pro-involvement mentality molded by the
post-World War II, anti-communist, consensus-oriented society. Adherence to traditional cultural values-consciously following the 'warrior spirit and tribal customs-was the motivational force for Native American service in Vietnam.
Warfare in Southeast Asia forced American Indians to confront racism and
challenges to their cultural values. Racial stereotyping of Indian combat and tracking
skills often placed Native American soldiers in especially dangerous assignments.
The killing of women and children in combat zones countered traditional Native
American views of warfare as did the despoliation of the environment. Indian soldiers also recognized numerous similarities between the condition of Vietnamese
peasants and their own tribal conditions stateside-a realization that fostered an
expanded understanding of American governing policies at home and abroad. As one
Native American phrased it, "I had been a red man killing yellow men for the white
man. I put my gun down and I couldn't kill anymore" (p. 149). The war challenged
Indian veterans to confront racism and injustice once they returned home, and many
returning veterans became active in tribal politics and in organizations such as the
American Indian Movement.
The war remains a powerful force in the lives of most Indian veterans. PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) has had a crippling effect on thousands. Those
who were most successful in their post-war readjustment were generally aided by
traditional purification ceremonies and pathways provided by elders: family members, and in some cases, by tribal communities.
Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls is well written and certainly fills an empty slot
in Native American scholarship. Tom Holm provides an accurate, detailed record of
combat realities in Vietnam and effectively blends the realities of small unit action
with the larger war strategy. His thoroughness, however, often forces the Native
American combat soldier to fade from view. Of greater concern is Holm's principal
source of information. The work rests on interviews with 170 members of the
Vietnam Era Veterans' Inter-Tribal Association (VEVITA). By Holm's admission,
the survey was "a sample of convenience," and he did not attempt a "random
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sampling" of the 42,OOOAmerican Indian veterans of the Vietnam War. The association, from its inception, represented those Native Americans who returned from
Southeast Asia politically active and determined to walk a more traditional path.
The survey response, therefore, is certain to be skewed. Despite these two problems, Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls is a valuable and insightful study of Native
American Vietnam veterans.
Kenneth W. Townsend
Coastal Carolina University
Winning the West for Christ: Sheldon Jackson and Presbyterianism on the Rocky
Mountain Frontier, J869-1880. By Norman 1. Bender (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996. xiii + 265 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $40.00.)

Norman Bender has written a readable and detailed account of the career of
Sheldon Jackson, one the folk heroes of the history of the church and the history of
education in the American West. Bender presents to us Jackson the entrepreneur:
starting churches, raising funds, opening schools, always looking for the next step in
the expansion of the Presbyterian Church in the Rocky Mountain region and Alaska.
The author also effectively portrays the tensions between Jackson's highly individual methods and agendas and the structured and orderly Presbyterian organization within which he was supposed to work. Bender also treats the intertwining
relationships between Protestant churches and public schools.
The military metaphors used by Bender in his chapter titles reflect the sense of
American Protestant Christianity at war with all it considered alien. Jackson set out
to conquer the evils of Romanism, paganism, and religious indifference, accomplishing the cultural conquest of the new territories already appropriated by the United
States by military action and treaty.
Winning the West for Christ will be a useful addition to the historical literature
on religion in the American West. Its detail, illustrations, copious notes and up-todate bibliography can be mined for further projects. Bender brings Jackson to life,
with all the passions he shared with his generation of Anglo American Protestant
pioneers. Through Jackson's life we see the shaping of both Protestant churches and
public schools in the West.
Bender's biography is an appreciative one. He acknowledges the recent scholarship treating Protestant home mission activity in the American West, with its
analysis of the complex social, economic, and political forces that shaped this enterprise, but tells a largely Presbyterian story. While it is true that Jackson, as all home
missionaries, saw no future for the soul of his nation apart from the Protestant or
even Presbyterian faith, this cultural sense of superiority had its consequences,
especially in the development of cross-cultural and interreligious relationships among
the diverse people of the western territories. The establishment of viable Presbyterian congregations and schools was not the only legacy of Sheldon Jackson. The next
research project calls for a deeper look at the cultural legacies of Jackson's work and
consequently the role of the Protestant missionary enterprise in shaping Anglo
immigrants' relationships with those people whose territory they essentially invaded.
Randi Jones Walker
Pacific School of Religion
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The Old Trail to Santa Fe: Collected Essays. By Marc Simmons. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1996. xvii + 200 pp. Illustrations, map,
notes, bibliography. $24.95 cloth, $16.95 paper.)

As a road of conquest and commerce into the West, the Santa Fe Trail altered
the nation's history and was a vital element in the country's expansion to the Pacific
Ocean. Simmons documents this significance in The Old Trail by presenting the best
of his writings and lectures about the Santa Fe Trail from the last quarter of a
century. The collection of essays ranges from a biography of William Becknell, who
opened the trail in 1821, to a visit to Pecos Pueblo, to an account of a Hispanic
teenager's journey on the trail in 1867. My only reservation about this book is that
the fascinating collection of photographs and illustrations are reproduced too small
to fully appreciate them. This does not diminish how Simmons brings the trail to life
with essays about meteor showers in the night skies over wagon trains, Jewish
merchants, prairie schooner poetry, immigrant families, and mistaken massacres.
Underlying the captivating stories of the men, women, and teenagers who trod the
trail is Simmons' entertaining accounts of his own high adventures on the road to
Santa Fe. Thus, The Old Trail is a guide not only to Santa Fe Trail history, but to
Simmons' passion about the road and his efforts to preserve the historic route. The
wide ranging and well crafted stories in The Old Trail illustrate why Simmons has
led the efforts to revitalize interest in the trail. Indeed, reading The Old Trail is the
next best thing to following the trail in person. It is as refreshing as drinking from a
cool spring after a long stretch of dusty traveling.
Jon Hunner
New Mexico State University
Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language Among the Western Apache.
By Keith H. Basso. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996.
x viii + 171 pp. Illustrations, map, charts, table, notes, bibliography, index.
$40.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)

In the late 1970s Keith H. Basso, at the request of the chariman of the White
Mountain Apache Tribe, began collecting and mapping Apache place-names. The
four essays collected in Wisdom Sits in Places, winner of the Western States Book
Award for Creative Nonfiction, are the result of that five-year study.
Basso, an anthropologist, discovered that place-names are a rich source of
information about Western Apache culture. Highly specific and descriptive, they
playa vital role in that culture, recalling significant historical events in the Western
Apache homeland and tying the people to the landscape. Each event is described in
a historical narrative that teaches a lesson drawn from the experiences of their
ancestors at that place. Repeating the narratives, begun and ended by saying the
associated place-name, helps the audience recapture the physical and emotional
viewpoints of their ancestors. So closely related are the places, the historical narratives, and the moral lessons associated with them that Western Apaches use placenames as a verbal shorthand to point out wrongdoing, recommend change in behavior,
and extend comfort. For Western Apaches, dwelling mentally and emotionally on
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place-names and the lessons associated with them is the way to gain the strength
and wisdom to deal with life's challenges. According to Basso, their landscape is "a
repository of distilled wisdom, a stern but benevolent keeper to tradition, an evervigilant ally in the efforts of individuals and whole communities to maintain a set of
standards for social living that is uniquely and distinctly their own" (p. 63).
Wisdom Sits in Places is unusual in that, according to Basso, the study of placenames has been out of fashion for a decade. This book should revive interest in that
approach. It has much to offer the cultural geographer, anthropologist, and historian, as well as anyone else interested in how some American Indians have maintained their sense of place and cultural identity into the present. In addition to new
information about cultural persistence, Basso's thought-provoking essays provide
good-humored insight into his profession, particularly his ethnographic fieldwork.
General readers, however, may become discouraged by introductory sections laden
with professional terminology.
Mary Jane Warde
Oklahoma State University
John Wesley Hardin: Dark Angel of Texas. By Leon Metz. (El Paso, Texas:
Mangan Books, 1996. xiv + 337 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $39.95.)
John Wesley Hardin (1853-1895) was a cold-blooded killer who murdered
perhaps thirty or more men, the first one when he was only fifteen years old and the
last probably a few weeks before he himself died from an assassin's bullet. The basic
facts of his life are well-known: born a preacher's son in Texas, he had a quick and
violent temper. He drove cattle up the trail in 1871, participated in the SuttonTaylorfeud in 1873-74, went to Florida in 1874, was arrested in 1877, spent fifteen
years in prison where he taught Sunday school and studied law. He gained a pardon
and admission to the Texas bar in 1894 and the next year landed in El Paso where he
died in August. Although married with children, he spent too much time on the run
and incarcerated to be a good husband or father.
Leon Metz, who has written previously on Hardin-related topics, has produced a lively account of the dangerous man's life. Using Hardin's autobiography,
newspapers, additional Hardin biographies, court records, and other sources, Metz
has tried, mainly with success, to separate truth and myth about the man, a person
often considered the most feared and most ruthless gunman of the Old West.
If the author's characterization of Hardin is correct, and [ think it is, John
Wesley Hardin was at once a simple and complex individual. He was intensely loyal
to his friends and family, but most of the time absent and unable to support them.
He attempted to escape from prison on several occasions, but then settled down to
study law and preach the word of God. He killed, he believed, only those who
deserved death, and he always saw himself as the victim of persecution. He opened
a law practice in El Paso, but spent most of his time drinking and gambling in the
local saloons.
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Over the past century, as the author points out, we have turned many western
outlaws, such as John Wesley Hardin, from thieves and killers to "gunfighters," a
term of endearment. We have mythologized and romanticized them to the extent that
we tend to ignore and dismiss their murderous crimes. In a good biography from a
master storyteller, Metz reminds us again that this "Dark Angel of Texas" deserves
neither our sympathy nor our admiration.
Paul H. Carlson
Texas Tech University

Polling for Democracy: Public Opinion and Political Liberalization in Mexico.
Edited by Roderic Ai Camp. (Wilmington, Delaware: SR Books, 1996. viii +
186 pp. Charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)

Although this book has little to say about historical events, Polling for Democracy discusses the new departure in Mexican politics within the last two decades.
Edited by Roderic Camp, the preeminent expert on Mexican politics, the various
articles indicate the increasingly open nature of Mexican politics by 1994. As Camp's
lead article notes, polling has not been prominent in Mexican politics until the 1988
presidential elections. Most polling has been carried out by the federal government
until independent pollsters arrived on the scene in the late 1980s. Polls first appeared in the United States in 1933, but Mexicans remain uneasy about answering
questions concerning political topics in their home.
Alejandro Moreno's article concludes that Mexico presently appears to be a
political system in transition between authoritarianism and democracy. Since its
creation in 1929, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional has rarely agreed to primary elections because party leaders normally appoint their candidates to public
office. Therefore, the 1989 primary elections to select the mayor of Acapulco was
a rare event. In this case, Francisco Ruiz Massieu, then governor of Guerra, hired a
polling agency to conduct an exit poll to know the election's probable result before
announcing the official vote count. In this way, the governor could argue his case
while preserving his political alliances. James McCann's study maintains that Mexico
has never been a democracy. He cites the fact that between 1934 and 1982, the
government's presidential candidates "won" an average of 86 percent of the vote.
One particularly interesting historical trend that pollsters uncovered was that
the fear of violence, particularly the 1910-1920 civil war, traditionally inhibited
voter participation. According to the Stevenson and Seligson study, storytelling
about the Mexican Revolution made Mexicans more likely to fear another eruption
of violence. The constraining impact of revolutionary insurrection, however, seems
to be fading away.
Although the 1988 polls did not demonstrate much quality, the polls conducted
during the 1994 election were fairly accurate. Unlike the 1988 election, the 1994
presidential race was not very close. Pollster activity contributed to the nearly 80
percent voter turnout in 1994, which indicates an important transition in the democratization of the political process.
Douglas W. Richmond
University of Texas at Arlington
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Researching Western History: Topics in the Twentieth Century. Edited by Gerald
D. Nash and Richard W. Etulain. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1997. ix + 220 pp. Notes, index. $50.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.)
As the twentieth century draws to a close, there is a genuine need for western
historians to review the works devoted to this century and to see what has been
done, what is under-studied, and what new directions to pursue. This book successfully addresses these questions. Gerald D. Nash and Richard W. Etulain assembled
eight essays by experts (including themselves) and provided a foreword by Earl
Pomeroy. The latter calls attention to the large scholarly output already devoted to
the twentieth-century West and the usefulness of this book for individuals who
want to know the literature of the field, revise it, or add to it. The editors' brief
informed introduction discusses the context of late twentieth-century scholarship
and recognizes that the time is past when anyone or group can or should define a
future research agenda.
A brief review cannot do justice to the total contents of the book. The contributors-Nash on economic history, Thomas R. Cox on natural resources and the
environment, Roger Lotchin on urbanization, Robert W. Cherny on politics, Glenda
Riley on women, Etulain on cultural history, Fred Erisman on the western myth, and
Gene Gressley as a contributing commentator-provide an interesting mix of both
information and emphasis. The authors, who feel passionately about their subjects,
are often witty, critical, and constructive in their texts and in their documentation.
For example, Nash does not like fads and demands that western historians understand the region's remarkable economy; Cox wants a less anthropocentric history;
Lotchin feels his field is new and wide open; Cherny thinks that historians really
have yet to produce the monographic work to make western politics cohesive; Riley
asks her readers to move beyond studying diversity and search for those similarities
that will make our society function; Etulain believes that a new periodization will
afford culture a larger role in western history; Erisman stresses the remarkable
adaptability of the western myths; and Gressley delightfully affirms, challenges,
and adds his own suggestions. A few themes resonate in some of the essays but not
in all: a recognition of the significance of gender and the importance of biography;
the need for deeply researched monographs as well as for a comparative methodology; a sense of continuity with the nineteenth century but a realization that the
dynamic changes in the current century demands new dimensions, approaches, and
interpretive frameworks.
This book is both good reading and immensely valuable. It makes no effort to be
comprehensive. But the interests of the authors demonstrate the richness of the
field as well as the opportunities for further research. Equally important, their notes
afford excellent summaries of the existing literature. If this book is not placed on the
mandatory reading in western history seminars, smart graduate students will find it
anyway and embarass their mentors.
Martin Ridge
Huntington Library
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National Parks: The American Experience. By Alfred Runte. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xxiii + 335 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $16.00 paper.) Reprint of the 1979 edition.
Jesse James Was My Neighbor. By Homer Croy. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1997. xiii + 313 pp. Bibliography, index. $14.00 paper.)
Reprint of the 1949 edition with an introduction by Richard E. Meyer.
Lakota Recollections of the Custer Fight: New Sources of Indian-Military History. Edited by Richard G. Hardoff. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. 211 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $10.00 paper.) Reprint of the 1991 edition with an introduction by
Jerome A. Greene.
Covered Wagon Women: Diaries & Lettersfrom the Western Trails, 1852.
Vol. 4: The California Trail. Edited by Kenneth L. Holmes. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1997.303 pp. Illustrations, notes, index.
$13.00 paper.) Reprint of the 1985 edition with a new introduction by
Glenda Riley.
Native American Verbal Art: Texts and Contexts. By William M. Clements.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996.252 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Let There Be Towns: Spanish Municipal Origins in the American Southwest, 16/0-1810. By Gilbert R. Cruz. (College Station: TexasA&M University Press, 1997. xvii + 236 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1988 edition with a foreword by Donald C. Cutter.
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Billy the Kid: His Life and Legend. By Jon Tuska. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. xviii + 295 pp. Illustrations, map,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.) Revised and expanded version of the 1994 edition titled, Billy the Kid: A Bio-Bibliography.
Spider Woman: A Story of Navajo Weavers and Chanters. By Gladys A.
Reichard. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. xxxii +
287 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.) Reprint
of the 1934 edition with an introduction by Louise Lamphere.
New Mexico's Book World: A Resource Guide. Edited by Richard Po1ese.
(Santa Fe: New Mexico Book Association, 1997. v + 141 pp. Illustrations.
$8.95 paper.)
A Texas Ranger. By N.A. Jennings. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1997. xvii + 158 pp. Notes. $9.95 paper.) A reprint of the 1899
edition with a foreword by J. Frank Dobie and a new introduction by
Stephen L. Hardin.
Facing West: The Metaphysics of Indian-Hating and Empire Building.
By Richard Drinnon. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xxx +
572 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.) Reprint
of the 1980 edition with a new preface by the author.
Inventing Billy the Kid: Visions of the Outlaw in America, /88/-/98/.
By Stephen Tatum. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xiii + 242
pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1982 edition with a new preface by the author.
French Fur Traders and Voyageurs in the American West. Edited by
LeRoy R. Hafen. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997.333 pp.
Map, notes, index. $15.00 paper.) Reprint of the 1965 edition with an
introduction by Janet Lecompte.
Wells Brothers: The Young Cattle Kings. By Andy Adams. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xiv + 356 pp. Illustrations, bibliography. $12.95 paper.) Reprint the the 1911 edition with an introduction by
Jim Hoy.
Stirrup High. By Walt Coburn. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1997. 190 pp. Map. $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1957 edition with a foreword by Fred Gipson and an introduction by Dale L. Walker.

